Key Concept 7.1 — Growth expanded opportunity, while economic instability
I. The United States continued its transition from a rural, agricultural economy to an
urban, industrial economy led by large companies.
A.

Factories shift from industrial goods to
consumer products as the economy and
society shifts to consumerism after WWI

economy on the production of consumer goods, contributing to improved
standards of living, greater personal mobility, and better communications Telegraph, telephone
Growing middle class, growing personal wealth
systems.

internal migrants.

Manufacturing centers were in cities,
Immigrants were attracted by these jobs.
During WWI & WWII, Women of lower
middle and middle class families took these
factory jobs as well as management and
scientific positions.

system.

Runs on banks/Bank failures leading
to stronger Federal Reserve & SEC,
plus FDIC

B.

C.

II.

political corruption, economic instability, and social concerns by calling for greater
Upton Sinclair “The Jungle” - Exposed unsanitary food production
government action and other political and social measures.
A. Some Progressive Era journalists attacked what they saw as political

Ida Tarbell “History of Standard Oil” - Exposed abuses of monopolies & trusts
Jacob Riis “How the Other Half Lives” - Exposed urban poverty
Ida B. Wells “Southern Horror” - Exposed racial violence and lynchings

from the middle and upper classes and including many women, worked to

Settlement Houses - Jane Addams
Also, don’t forget that Indian Boarding Schools
(like Carlisle PA) were a Progressive effort

B. On the national level, Progressives sought federal legislation that they believed
reform. Progressive amendments to the Constitution dealt with issues such as

17th Amendment provides for direct election of
Senators, Many states adopted ballot initiatives
and recall measures, NAtionally elections moves
to the secret, or “Austrailan” ballot.

19th

18th

C. Preservationists and conservationists both supported the establishment of
of natural resources.
D. The Progressives were divided over many issues. Some Progressives
supported Southern segregation, while others ignored its presence. Some
Progressives advocated expanding popular participation in government,
while others called for greater reliance on professional and technical experts

Recall your DBQ work - “How progressive were
the progressives?” Wilson introcuded
segregation to federal government offices and
jobs, “Blue Ribbon” panels of experts and Gov.
LaFolette’s progressive reforms. Taylorism Effeciency in factories carried over to politics,
etc.

immigration restriction.
III.

upheavals of the Great Depression by transforming the U.S. into a limited welfare
A. Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal attempted to end the Great Depression by using
government power to provide relief to the poor, stimulate recovery, and reform
the American economy.
B. Radical, union, and populist movements pushed Roosevelt toward
conservatives in Congress and the Supreme Court sought to limit the
New Deal’s scope.
C. Although the New Deal did not end the Depression, it left a legacy of reforms
and regulatory agencies and fostered a long-term political realignment in which
many ethnic groups, African Americans, and working-class communities

AP U.S. History Concept Outline

Alphabet agencies of the New Deal

Much of the New Deal found unconstitutional by
the Supreme Court, Roosevelt responded with
the failed Court Packing plan which would have
added new judges (justices) all loyal to him.

First part of the New Deal seemed to be
working, but when the “Second New Deal”
wave of programs started a year and a half
later, things took a turn for the worse again.
Selling to Great Britain in the early days of
WWII ramped up the economy and joining the
war finally ended the Drepression.
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Key Concept 7.2 — Innovations in communications and technology
in internal and international migration patterns.
I.
A. New forms of mass media, such as radio and cinema, contributed to the spread
of national culture as well as greater awareness of regional cultures.

Consumerism led to overextension of credit, but
also reshaped the economy and culture in the US

B. Migration gave rise to new forms of art and literature that expressed ethnic and
regional identities, such the Harlem Renaissance movement.
C.
anxiety about radicalism led to a Red Scare and attacks on labor activism and
immigrant culture.
D.
gender roles, modernism, science, religion, and issues related to race and
immigration.

Recall your discussion on the Sedition Act and
limitations on civil liberties
19th Amendment and women’s suffrage, Flapper
movement, more women in the workplace, but
also conservative backlash, Scopes trial, Rise of
the KKK, etc.

II. Economic pressures, global events, and political developments caused sharp
variations in the numbers, sources, and experiences of both international and
internal migrants.
A. Immigration from Europe reached its peak in the years before World War I.
During and after World War I, nativist campaigns against some ethnic groups
southern and eastern Europe, and increased barriers to Asian immigration.

Again, KKK and WASPS among other nativist
groups. Post WWI immigration restriction
laws targeting Eastern and Southern Europe
(Quotas) as well as the earlier restrictions on
Asian immigration from China and Japan
(Gentleman’s Agreement”

B. The increased demand for war production and labor during World War I and
migrate to urban centers in search of economic opportunities.
C. In the Great Migration during and after World War I, African Americans
escaping segregation, racial violence, and limited economic opportunity in the
South moved to the North and West, where they found new opportunities but
still encountered discrimination.
D. Migration to the United States from Mexico and elsewhere in the Western
Hemisphere increased, in spite of contradictory government policies toward
Mexican immigration.

During the Depression, Mexicans (including
sometimes American citizens of Mexican
descent) were deported. During WWII, the
Bracero program brought thousands of Mexican
laborers into the US to work in wartime
production. Racial tensions boiled over in LA in
the Zoot Suit Riots.

Key Concept 7.3
United States into a position of international power while renewing domestic
debates over the nation’s proper role in the world.
I.
public debates over America’s role in the world.
A. Imperialists cited economic opportunities, racial theories, competition with
was “closed” to argue that Americans were destined to expand their culture and
institutions to peoples around the globe.
B. Anti-imperialists cited principles of self-determination and invoked both racial
theories and the U.S. foreign policy tradition of isolationism to argue that the
United States should not extend its territory overseas.
C.
in Asia, and the suppression of a nationalist movement in the Philippines.

AP U.S. History Concept Outline

Imperialism as an extension of earlier Manifest
Destiny expansion
Pro ImperialismSources of cheap raw materials and markets for goods
Cheap labor
“Civilize” and Christianize
Keep military sharp
Assert our global power
Anti Imperialism,Immoral/undemocratic to conquer
Will overextend the US
Will provoke global conflict
Makes us more violent (American Identity)
Will “pollute” the US with foreign cultures (Identity again)
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II.

role in the world and how best to achieve national security and pursue American
interests.
A.
departing from the U.S. foreign policy tradition of noninvolvement in European
and democratic principles.
B. Although the American Expeditionary Forces played a relatively limited role in
of the Allies.

US benefitted from selling to Europe while
staying out of the war at first
Neutrality in line with Monroe Doctrine - Wilson
“He Kept Us Out Of War!” re-election campaign
Many questioned the reasons for the war, led to
Sedition Act.
Lusitania
(didn’t declare war, but reaction caused Germany
to stop unrestricted submarine warfare)/
Zimmerman telegram (Germany re-started sub
attacks, then Wilson was willing to go to war)

C. Despite Wilson’s deep involvement in postwar negotiations, the U.S. Senate
refused to ratify the Treaty of Versailles or join the League of Nations.
D. In the years following World War I, the United States pursued a unilateral foreign
policy that used international investment, peace treaties, and select military
intervention to promote a vision of international order, even while maintaining
U.S. isolationism.
E.
and totalitarianism, most opposed taking military action against the aggression
of Nazi Germany and Japan until the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor drew the
United States into World War II.

Kellogg-Briand Pact “outlawed”
war
Roosevelt - Four Freedom’s
Speech
Lend Lease Act
Oil embargo against Japan

III. U.S. participation in World War II transformed American society, while the
victory of the United States and its allies over the Axis powers vaulted the U.S.
into a position of global, political, and military leadership.
A.
against fascist and militarist ideologies. This perspective was later reinforced by
revelations about Japanese wartime atrocities, Nazi concentration camps, and
the Holocaust.
B. The mass mobilization of American society helped end the Great Depression,
and the country’s strong industrial base played a pivotal role in winning the
C. Mobilization and military service provided opportunities for women and
minorities to improve their socioeconomic positions for the war’s duration,
while also leading to debates over racial segregation. Wartime experiences
also generated challenges to civil liberties, such as the internment of
Japanese Americans.

Mass mobilization included voluntary programs as
well as official control of the economy (wartime
production, rationing, etc.

Double V Campaign, Victory over Hitler &
Racism. Executive order 8802 banning
discrimination in defense hiring
Other hand - Executive Order 9066 led to
Japanese internment

D. The United States and its allies achieved military victory through Allied

the D-Day invasion. The use of atomic bombs hastened the end of the war and
sparked debates about the morality of using atomic weapons.

These last two unlikely to be assessed as they
are covered more thoroughly in Period 8

E. The war-ravaged condition of Asia and Europe, and the dominant U.S. role in
the Allied victory and postwar peace settlements, allowed the United States
to emerge from the war as the most powerful nation on Earth.
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